Introduction
We anticipate that surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technology will remain the gold standard in direct biomolecular interaction sensing during the next decade. Although in the past only one company (Biacore AB) mainly dominated the market (B90%) of high-quality SPR systems including optics, liquid handling and sensor chips, new players and new trends can be identified. As highlighted in Chapter 3, with 25 SPR-related companies the market is now more open than ever before and competition between companies takes place on several aspects of the SPR system. The customers for instruments will profit further from this competition, offering more flexibility, innovation and costeffectiveness. The field of clinical analysis including proteomics in all its facets is expected to undergo a revolutionary change with the introduction of new multianalyte diagnostic SPR systems. Mainly the combination of SPR imaging and dedicated microfluidic ''lab-on-a-chip'' may drive the technology to another level of commercialization where point of care (POC) devices for specific applications may be the ultimate objective. For applications in the field of kinetic and thermodynamic characterization of molecular binding parameters, higher computational power readily available with desktop PCs brings more sophisticated approaches within reach.
In this Chapter, anticipated trends regarding the SPR systems are highlighted. Necessarily, this may sometimes have a speculative character and we recognize that, unavoidably, such an attempt may be regarded as biased to some extent by the interests and unique perspectives of the authors. However, we hope that this Chapter will, at the minimum, provide a description of some exciting prospects for the coming decade in the main areas of SPR development. It is structured along the three essential units that make up SPR instruments: (1) the detection instrumentation, (2) the fluidics and (3) sensor surfaces/chips. These units are complementary to each other and all critical for the quality and performance of the total SPR system and they are complemented by the data analysis. In the following, we will discuss our perception of the trends in each of these fields.
Trends in SPR Instrumentation
Although the improvements and functionality of the Biacore line of instruments during the almost two decades of SPR technology are impressive, new trends in segmented parts in the market are appearing for more instruments. The proteomics area demands screening of a large number of analytes in complex samples, exceeding by far the currently readily available number of 4-20 and multi-analyte parallel diagnostics of kinetic parameters are desired. The FLEXChip instrument of Biacore is the answer for screening many biomolecular interactions simultaneously. For the next 5 years it is predicted that hundreds to thousands of simultaneous biomolecular interactions will need to be measured for screening the quality of binders. SPR technology should follow the protein microarray technology and kinetic parameters should be determined in a highly parallel manner. Instruments with SPR imaging will meet these requirements. Another new development is the combination of SPR with a complementary technology, so-called hyphenation SPR. Some trends are given in this Chapter and we expect that the combination with mass spectrometry (SPR-MS) will increase in importance. The implementation of lab-on-a-chip technology with SPR is the second important trend for a huge number of new applications.
Right from the beginning of the introduction of SPR technology, one goal was the use of SPR for point of care diagnostic devices, but several attempts were unsuccessful. Why is this development of point of care SPR devices so problematic? Is it the sensitivity which should compete with other immunochemical tests (e.g. dipsticks) using labels? SPR has a resolution in the order of 10 À5 refractive index change. If new instruments are developed based on the plasmonic effect in nanoparticles as described in Chapter 2, a new generation of instruments with unmatched high sensitivity is foreseen. However, the limiting factor will not be the sensitivity of refractive index changes, but the ratio between specific and non-specific binding. This determines the limit of detection for concentration measurements and therefore label-free SPR cannot compete with the best labeling technology. In the latter, any non-specifically interacting unlabeled species will not contribute to the signal. The nanoparticle SPR approach is unequivocally highly relevant; however, it will take many years to implement other important aspects for the study of biomolecular interactions, such as fluidics, nanoparticle surface functionalization and the investigation of this technology for the determination of reliable kinetic parameters.
The first Biacore instrument in 1990 contained a so-called optogel for use as the medium between the prism in the optical unit of the instrument and the sensor chip, which turned out to be a crucial factor in the early development of the instruments. The optogel, which is considered part of the success of Biacore, ensures optical contact, simplifying exchange of the sensor chip. Some commercial SPR players in the market still apply refractive index matching oil, although alternatives have been published. For example, Masadome et al. [1] developed a refractive index matching polymer film for a portable SPR system. It is expected that successful SPR instruments will have a solution for the optical matching problem and will no longer need RI matching oil. Several manufacturers of commercial SPR instruments already use alternative optical arrangements with (expensive) disposable prisms. An alternative optical arrangement using polymeric diffractive optical coupling elements (DOCEs) was published by Thirstrup et al. [2] , which is an attractive solution to prevent the optical matching problem.
SPR Imaging
SPR imaging has the ability to obtain a microscopic view of the sensor surface and define certain regions of interest (ROIs) for measurement of many biomolecular interactions at the same time. Reference spots, positive and negative controls to determine the non-specific binding and/or cross-over interactions, as well as triplicates or higher replicates of identical interactions for checking the variability of the sensor surface are helpful to obtain reliable, accurate and valid data. Common mode effects caused by temperature changes, bulk refractive index shift or flow direction shifts can be compensated using these reference spots. However, as explained in Chapter 3, simple reflectivity measurements can only give qualitative and not quantitative data which are necessary for in-depth studies of the kinetics of the binding process on spotted microarrays with different ligands. For every spot the shift of the SPR dip should be followed to allow subtraction and referencing. The data should not include an instrumental artifact but should show the real kinetic data of the parallel interaction process. Nevertheless, for expert users it is still possible to obtain relevant data from reflectivity instruments in carefully conducted experiments. In Chapter 3, Section 3.4.6, the companies that have SPR imaging instruments (including FLEXChip) are briefly described.
Hyphenation SPR Technology
New developments are combinations of SPR with a complementary technology, also referred to as ''hyphenation'' SPR. Often, these technologies are offline and should be used serially, but both technologies share the SPR sensor chip, which can be installed in the SPR instrument as well as inspected with the other ''hyphenation'' technique. An exception to this strategy is the combination with SPR excited fluorescence, which is treated in-depth in Chapter 9.
The analysis cycle can be followed in real time as shown in Figure 7 .10. A threestep sequential elution procedure (see Figure 12 .1) was conducted to increase the selectivity and to permit discrimination between non-specific and specific binding.
It is necessary to dissociate non-specifically and less-specifically bound material with low affinity from the sensor chip in the first elution step. Then selectively bound proteins should be competitively dissociated in a second elution step, which could in this case be achieved using a competing ligand peptide (Pept.pos) to that immobilized ligand. This differs from other approaches where reversible chemical denaturation is applied for the analyte release. This present approach works for analyte molecules where the capture is kinetically aided by rebinding arising from mass transport limitation. If the protein dissociates from the surface in the presence of the competitor, it will bind to free ligand in solution and rebinding to the surface will not occur. (Note that for SPR instruments the ligand is considered to be immobilized to the surface. The specific elution with ligand can be confused with an inhibition assay format as described in Figures 7.2 Figure 12 .1 Schematic set-up of the autoimmune antibody-protein complex detection and enrichment procedure in three steps from a specific RA serum (TB34) using a citrullinated peptide as the ligand for binding of specific autoimmune antibodies (Pept.pos ¼ a specific peptide, where the arginine is replaced by citrulline). The first elution was with negative peptides (Pept.neg ¼ where the arginine was not replaced by citrulline), followed by a second elution with the ligand in solution (Pept.pos) to replace the bound fraction with free competing ligands in solution and finally a full regeneration step (Gly).
sensor was regenerated with a low-pH glycine-HCl (gly) buffer, removing the remaining bound material from the sensor disc. Each of the fractions was collected and digested. The protein content was characterized using a nano-LC/ ESI-LTQ set-up.
Preliminary results showed a three-fold increase in dissociation of the second elution with the competing ligand with respect to the first elution. The remaining bound material can be eluted completely in the regeneration step with the low-pH (gly) buffer. As with other methods for SPR-MS interfacing, to obtain a fraction containing sufficient protein which was specifically bound to the citrullinated peptide and which has been successfully eluted, is not easy. The eluted specific protein should be as clean as possible without interference from highly abundant non-specific proteins or non-isolated competing free ligands for successful detection with the LC/ESI-MS/MS. The off-line combination of SPR and nano-LC/ESI-MS/MS needs further to be optimized and may lead to enrichment and identification of autoimmune antibody-antigen complexes using immobilized target peptides combined with the sequential elution approach. New results will be published by Carol-Visser and colleagues soon.
Some of these difficulties regarding high selective loading and recovery may be addressed with improved microfluidic liquid handling. As illustrated by Gilligan et al. [9] , the manipulation of small distinct liquid volumes in the microfluidics with reversible and oscillatory flow patterns [10] can provide significantly increased amounts of recovered material and controlled washing conditions. In this approach, small liquid plugs containing the loading sample, washing buffers and elution solution are separately transferred to the sensor surface such that multiple cycles of loading, washing and recovery can take place, enriching the eluent concentration in the same plug of recovery buffer [9] . Further, by virtue of the oscillatory flow pattern once the specific liquid volumes are covering the flow cells, the contact times can be extended (while maintaining high mass transfer to the capturing molecules at the surface) until the slow binding kinetics arising from the low antigen concentration has achieved a plateau. The latter sample handling technique has been applied, for example, to minimize sample consumption and optimize detection efficiency in an SPR based assay for the detection of anti-idiotypic antibodies in patient sera [11] . Another effective approach for improved recovery from the SPR surface is the use of a larger surface [12] .
Other Hyphenated SPR Techniques
A way to enhance sensitivity and to push the limit of detection (LOD) to lower surface coverages is the use of fluorescent chromophores covalently attached to the analyte molecules. In this approach of surface plasmon fluorescence spectroscopy (SPFS), the resonantly excited surface plasmon waves excite the fluorophores [13] and their emitted photons can be monitored by a simple detection unit attached to a conventional SPR set-up. In Chapter 9 the features and benefits of such an SPR excited fluorescence instrument are described. The preferred mode of operation is to monitor the fluorescence emitted directly from chromophores sufficiently separated from the substrate surface. The dye molecules are still within the substantially enhanced optical field of the surface plasmon mode, but they are not quenched. This combination of field enhancement and fluorescence detection forms the basis for the largely enhanced sensitivity applied for a wide range of bioaffinity studies (for selected examples, see Chapter 9) .
As shown in the previous section, SPR excitation in the SPFS instrument can be combined with instrumentation assembled at the liquid side. SPR optics in the Kretschmann configuration require only the assembly of optical components at the prism side and therefore approaching the instrument at the wet side with flow cells in microfluidic cartridges, cuvettes or even lab-on-a-chip devices is in principle feasible. The implementation of lab-on-a-chip devices is discussed in Section 12.3.3.
The lateral resolution of SPR, which is equal to the propagation length of the plasmon wave (e.g. for a wavelength of 680 nm it is of the order of 10 mm), is sometimes unacceptably large for the imaging of small features, such as ligand clusters, aggregates or fibrils with submicrometer dimensions. If a higher lateral resolution is needed, then other combinations of instruments or hyphenation SPR technology are required. A combination of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and SPR [14] seems in principle a very interesting approach. Combining the dynamic topographical data from AFM with the kinetic data from SPR may be applied in many fields of materials research, particularly in the design of biomaterials, where dynamic surface changes, such as protein aggregate adsorption/desorption processes, play a role. Another approach is the exploitation of SPR as a complementary surface analytical tool to scanning probe microscopy (SPM). The potential for a combined SPM-SPR approach for the analysis of biomaterial surfaces was demonstrated in 1994 [15] . It is expected, although speculative, that commercial SPR imaging combinations with AFM, STM [16] , SPM, etc., will enter the market in the next 5 years.
Nanoparticle SPR
SPR phenomena are not restricted to planar multilayers as discussed in this book: for metal particles, usually gold, with dimensions much smaller than the wavelength of the interacting light, surface plasmon effects can be much more prominent (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.2). Nanostructured surfaces, such as nanoholes, can also be applied to exploit surface plasmon/plasmonic effects for sensing biomolecular interactions [17] . The use of metal nanoparticles as surface plasmon-assisted field amplifiers is described in Section 8.4. However, these particles can also be exploited as intrinsic refractive index sensors, analogous to the more familiar planar SPR experiments (for a review, see [18] ). The physical basis of this application is the light extinction (absorption and scattering) which is heavily dependent on the nanoparticle's dielectric constant, size and geometry and also on the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium. Van Duyne's group [19] developed a silver nanoparticlebased LSPR nanosensor which yields ultrasensitive biodetection with extremely simple, small, light, robust and low-cost instrumentation. They used this LSPR spectroscopy to detect less than 1 pM up to micromolar concentrations of biological molecules. However, the silver nanoparticles applied are intrinsically less inert as sensing elements than gold nanoparticles. Gold nanoparticles of defined dimensions can be coated on a substrate in order to enable the easy exchange of liquids similar to flat SPR instruments. Hong and Kao [20] developed such a gold nanoparticle-coated film to achieve highly spatially resolved biosensing that is based on localized SPR. It was reported that unlike the planar gold film employed for conventional SPR sensing, the gold nanoparticle film relies exclusively on shifting the peak extinction wavelength for the detection of biomolecular interactions and that it does not depend critically on the angle of incidence.
Magnetic particles, which can be recruited to the sensor surface by magnetic fields, are difficult to use in Kretschmann-operated SPR sensors, where the magnetic field would need to be raised from the prism using bulky coils. However, for the phenomena used in giant magnetic resistors (GMRs) [21] , an electrical current is flowing to attract magnetized particles to a sensing metal line. A simple electrical configuration can be made using gold lines both as an electric current actuator to attract the particles and as an SPR sensing device. Essentially, it should be possible to apply SPR imaging in a hyphenation approach of magnetism and SPR. However, to our knowledge, such a combination has not yet been realized.
Trends in Fluidics
For the binding to the SPR surface to have maximum sensitivity and the signal to reflect the intrinsic kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the molecules under study, microfluidics appears to be the most powerful approach. Attractive features are excellent baseline stability, low sample consumption and the potential for relatively high mass transfer when high flow rates and thin channels are used. As already described in Section 3.3.1 and Figure 3 .9, flow channels are formed, in principle, by pressing a grooved surface against the sensor chip. Biacore introduced a microfluidic cartridge for sample delivery in 1990, with incorporated pneumatic values that allow closing of specific channels, thereby providing control over the flow paths. This allowed the sample or buffer liquid volumes to be directed to different surface spots. In this microfluidic cartridge, also integrated was an (HPLC-like) injection loop that allowed a fixed sample volume to be chased by running buffer and flowed over the surface.
Although this technology has been shown to be fairly powerful and far superior with regard to stability in comparison with simple cuvette-based systems, some improvements were subsequently addressed in different designs. For example, the constraints of the injection loop with finite fixed sample volumes allowing only limited sample contact times and flow rates were overcome with the oscillatory flow technique [10] . This permits the use of sample plugs of smaller volume, yet allowing simultaneously very long contact times while maintaining high flow rates and mass transfer. This can be very important when working with limited sample volumes, for better characterizing the thermodynamic binding parameters by permitting the binding progress to reach the steady state [10] and be utilized to improve the sensitivity for analyte detection at low concentrations [11] and in interfacing SPR with MS as outlined above [9] .
To improve the usage of each sensor flow channel, Biacore has more recently introduced the option of hydrodynamically addressing different spots within each channel, thus multiplexing the use of each sensor flow channel as shown in the Section 3.5, Figures 3.35 and 3 .36. A different microfluidic design was implemented in the commercial Prote-On system by Bio-Rad, where a crisscross pattern of microfluidic channels allows one to measure the binding of a series of several samples to several different sensor spots in parallel -a design particularly suited to SPR imaging (see Figure 3 .29). The latter multi-analyte detection permits experimental designs that do not require surface regeneration. The trend for multiple ligands to be attached to the sensor surface will continue in the future.
The body of literature on lab-on-a-chip is expanding at a fast pace, but the field is still far from mature. The combination of lab-on-a-chip devices with SPR sensing is even in its infancy. Advanced techniques for microarray spotting are reviewed in more detail in Section 12.3.1, and prospects for point of care use of SPR devices are discussed in Section 12.3.2.
Limitations inherent in laminar flow-based microfluidics arising from diffusion and viscosity can be overcome using different flow principles for sample delivery. This includes the use of the electroosmotic flow principle to pump liquids in microchannels, which will be treated in Section 12.3.3. A combination of flow with a separation system is the microfluidic free-flow electrophoresis device for proteomics, which is reviewed in Section 12.3.4. Another highly promising development is digital microfluidics using electrowetting principles, as reviewed in Section 12.3.5.
Microarray Spotting on Gold
With the introduction of protein microarrays in the late 1990s, there was tremendous excitement about the potential of protein arrays to improve further our understanding of protein expression, function and structure on a scale approaching the proteome. However, there was also from the beginning hesitancy by many scientists to adopt a technology that is often still perceived as unstable and irreproducible. Protein microarrays were developed largely by extending technologies used for gene chips [22] . Most protein arrays as currently developed rely on detection technologies that apply fluorescent tags. Definitely, fluorescence detection methods are successful for gene chips, but much less convenient with protein chips due to the heterogeneity of proteins, difficulties in the synthesis of conjugates and the potential for non-specific binding. Also, signal-producing reactions in solution catalyzed by commonly used enzyme-linked antibodies are difficult to implement in an immunoassay microarray format, where the product will diffuse away from the surface, diminishing the potential for the discrimination of spots. However, in Section 8.3 an enzymatic amplification method is described for SPR sensing, which applies a localized non-soluble precipitate, which is detected by SPR.
Protein microarrays can be generally divided into two main categories: capture arrays and interaction arrays. Capture arrays have immobilized molecules such as antibodies or chemically treated surfaces, which bind generally with high affinity to a specific, known ligand. Interaction arrays have ligands which are used to identify functions or determine directly interactions with other, frequently unknown, analytes. The detection is generally accomplished with a non-interfering labeled conjugate in a two-step sandwich. Is SPR microarray imaging the answer for measuring biomolecular interactions in a reliable way without the need for labeling? In Chapter 3 many instruments including FLEXChip, Lumera, K-MAC, Bio-Rad and IBIS are described which can implement microarray technologies.
A main challenge is how to spot the ligands to the SPR sensor surface. Initially, pioneers in the field used laboratory-made equipment as designed and published by Brown and co-workers (see http://cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown). Recently, several commercial array systems have been developed for printing target DNA on microscope slides which can be adapted to create protein microarrays. In short, every arrayer consists of an X-Y-Z robot of which the printhead travels between a microtiter plate, containing the ligand and the sensor surface, which is a standard 3 Â 1 inch glass microscope slide. Approximately 16 spots per mm 2 can be printed when spots have a pitch width of 250 mm. The differences between the available systems are mainly based on the structure of the printhead: there are several different ways of picking up a small amount of ligand solution and printing small amounts of this solution in an orderly and systematic way on the sensor surface. Examples of arrayer methodologies include piezo technology (inkjet dispensers), quills (split-pen) and ''pen and ring'' systems (see the webpage cited above). As a consequence, the systems differ considerably in reliability, accuracy, capacity and the required (starting) volume of sample.
One of the main difficulties that distinguish DNA and protein arraying is that DNA spots do withstand drying of the surface while many protein ligands are prone to various conformation changes and denaturation after evaporation of the liquid, which frequently affects biological binding properties or may eliminate binding altogether. In the next section we present briefly a strategy for producing high-density protein microarrays using a DNA coding technique in a confined microfluidics set-up including a self-assembly process of proteins onto individual addressable microstructures. Spots of 10 mm are feasible, which correspond to the propagation length of the plasmon wave, allowing the creation of a microarray with 2500 individually addressable protein spots per mm 2 . This is the physical maximum for Kretschmann-configured SPR instruments.
DNA Coding Technology
The so-called DNA coding technology is proposed in Figure 12 .2. First a substrate is coated with a homogeneous coating (e.g. streptavidin). To define the array, a PDMS device is fabricated with channels and reservoirs (see Figure 12. 3). The reservoirs in the PDMS device are filled with multiple solutions of biotinylated single-stranded DNA, each having a specific sequence. When these solutions flow through the channels the single-stranded DNA is coupled to the streptavidinated substrate surface. After immobilization of the first lane, the streptavidin coating is inactivated with an excess of biotin. Next, a second, equal PDMS device is placed in a perpendicular position and the reservoirs are filled with multiple solutions of different mixtures of complementary DNA conjugates. Each of the DNA conjugates hybridizes in a self-assembly process to its specific lane. At each individual crossing of lanes the self-assembled Figure 12 .2 Schematic presentation of the construction of a microarray using DNA coding technology. First, lanes of biotin-labeled reverse oligonucleotides are immobilized on the streptavidin surface. The spot is defined by hybridizing a mixture of complementary DNA-protein conjugate in the perpendicular direction. During the self-assembly process the forward complementary oligonucleotides are immobilized and an ultra-highdensity protein microarray can be created. The DNA coding technology can be extended to fabricate, for example, a 50 Â 50 microarray. molecules will define a different array square spot. For a high-density protein array, a mixture should be made of a DNA sequence coupled to a protein (protein-ssDNA or DNA conjugate). To address each spot, a mixture of different protein-DNA complementary codons should be prepared, which in principle can be produced by molecular synthesis and can be automated using liquid handler robots.
The physical dimension of the array chip is defined by the channel width of the PDMS device and by the number of spots in the array. Although the lateral resolution of SPR imaging is limited by the propagation length of the surface plasmon wave (e.g. B10 mm) in the clean room of the MESA+ Institute, University of Twente, even 1 mm wide lines can be processed. The novel method allows the fabrication of a high-density multi-ligand array, without exposing the sample to air, thus avoiding denaturation of proteins. It is important that non-specific binding should be suppressed to a high degree to have optimal benefit from the self-assembly process.
Kanda et al. [23] used PDMS microfluidic devices as a surface to pattern the gold and adsorb antigens from the sample -this device had the potential to produce arrays of 64 or more spots. In the biochip laboratories of the University of Twente, Beusink and colleagues developed PDMS devices for spotting ligands for immobilization in small, spatially separated lanes on a sensor chip. In Figure 12 .3 a six line-spotter is shown for the immobilization of six ligands (unpublished results).
A critical advantage of the proposed coding system is that it can create ultrahigh-density microarrays without using droplet-based spotting procedures. Line spotter microfluidic devices allow us to fabricate confined microarrays Right: iSPR image of the six lines produced by the line spotter and the ROIs in red. The first DNA coded lanes can be created and the PDMS device can be removed. In principle, drying of the DNA-lanes is allowed to occur. A second similar device can be placed perpendicular to the first creating a 6 Â 6 array of different protein ligands using the DNA coding technique.
in a two-step process, as shown here, for an immunochemical biomolecular interaction. Although the technology is still in its infancy, applications are foreseen in the areas of disease monitoring, proteomics and genomics studies.
Prospects for SPR-based Point of Care Devices
Clinicians are beginning to use point of care (POC) testing of compact (in terms of size and weight) and flexible clinical chemistry testing devices suitable for use close to the patient. These analytical devices are designed to move diagnostic testing out of central laboratories into sites closer to the patient. In the future, households might also be equipped with small, user-friendly devices to monitor the daily health status based on measurements of small samples [24] . Miniaturization of devices will offer advantages when rapid and selective monitoring is required, e.g. of cardiac markers for diagnosing acute myocardial infarction [25] or whole blood chemistry relevant to intensive care medicine [26, 27] .
Why are POC SPR devices not yet in the market? We can identify the following five reasons:
1. SPR-based concentration measurement is never as sensitive as labeled techniques because of the intrinsic and inherent drawback of SPR: the detection of non-specific binding interferes with the specific binding signal intended to be measured. In contrast, an immunoassay that detects only the label will not be susceptible to signal interference from non-specific binding of unlabeled proteins. 2. For POC analysis there is still not yet the absolute necessity to detect kinetic rate-equilibrium constants of biomolecular interactions, which are the unique features of SPR. 3. Current SPR instruments are still bulky and expensive and are not in a state for production for high-volume markets. The SPREETA chip of Texas Instruments was the ultimate configuration for POC devices but this application has not developed as successfully as expected. 4. The advantages of direct detection and speed of SPR appeared to be not (yet) the crucial factor making it suitable for POC devices and giving it a decisive advantage, e.g. over dipstick tests, which seem to be fast enough for current applications. 5. The cost aspect of expensive labeling is not (yet) the remaining argument to replace labeled tests for SPR-POC devices.
If POC tests can be designed where the kinetics of the biomolecular interaction determine the outcome of the test, then SPR-POC devices are attractive for the market and can be developed with a great intrinsic advantage. However, at the present time, in the absence of this type of POC test, it is still question able whether SPR can compete with current label technology in POC devices.
Implementation of Lab-on-a-Chip Devices for SPR Systems
In 1990, Biacore introduced a fully automated pneumatic valve-operated microfluidic cartridge for biospecific interaction analysis, which was at that time the most high-tech and advanced fluidic system developed in a commercial instrument. However since the introduction in 1990 by Manz et al. [28] of miniaturized total analysis systems (m-TAS), an enormous research effort [29, 30] has taken place in the area of miniaturized devices or labs-on-a-chip with thousands of papers in 2006. It may once have seemed an utopian dream to create highly parallel and automated microfabricated devices for SPR systems. However, considering the new lab-on-a-chip trends for SPR systems in this section, we hope to convince the reader that the rapidly unfolding reality of lab-on-a-chip technologies for new SPR instruments will pave the way to achieving highly parallel and automated microanalyses of biological processes. Table 12 .1 contains a compilation of some potential building blocks for labon-a-chip devices that are useful in combination with SPR detection. In this chapter, only a few of these building blocks will be described in detail. The most important trends regarding the implementation of potential lab-on-a-chip approaches into SPR systems are discussed.
Pumping Liquids Using Electroosmotic Flow in Microfluidic Devices with Gold Layers
When an electric field is applied in the longitudinal direction of a charged surface (substrate) or capillary, the cations close to the wall move towards the cathode ( Figure 12.4) . Wrapped in the layer of cations, the bulk solution is transported in the direction of the cathode. The only plane of friction is between the stationary layer at the capillary wall and the layer of cations which is in motion. As illustrated in Figure 12 .4, unlike in pressure-driven systems with parabolic flow profile (Poiseuille flow), the velocity of the bulk is constant resulting in a flat flow profile (plug flow). The stagnant diffusive layer where e 0 and e denote the dielectric constants of vacuum and the buffer, respectively, and z denotes the zeta potential, the potential at the first moving layer at the capillary wall. In order to modify the magnitude and direction of the EOF, either the lateral electric field E or the zeta potential should be modified. The principle of modifying or even reversing the EOF inside a capillary has been presented before, including the control of flows in integrated devices [32, 33] . As the EOF is generated at the channel wall, the viscosity at the wall is one of the determining factors for the flow velocity. If a conducting gold layer is deposited on the glass surface, the electric field will be influenced and changes in the EOF arise. Moreover, this electric field may have an effect on the surface plasmons, which, in turn, may affect detection of biomolecular interactions using the SPR phenomenon. The gold patches for SPR sensing are not directly connected to a power supply but are floating. A lateral field is over the gold layer and the equipotential of the gold is considered to be the average between the potentials in the electric field in the liquid at both sides of the gold electrode. Under conditions where the voltage difference is low, o1 V, no reactions occur, no electric current will flow and the double layer of the metal/electrolyte interface EOF E Figure 12 .4 The electroosmotic flow profile is plug flow, while hydrodynamic pumping gives a laminar flow profile. The electric field (E) will drag cations in the double layer of the wall (B10 nm) to the cathode (negative electrode). If a conducting gold layer is deposited on the glass surface, the electrical field will be short-circuited and affected by the gold through reduction and oxidation processes at the gold surface. The gold layer can be considered as a bipolar electrode.
behaves as an insulator. In contrast, when the voltage difference over the electrodes becomes too large, an electric current will flow through the metal and at both ends electrochemical processes or even electrolysis of the liquid will occur, resulting in bubble generation.
If, on the other hand, the gold electrode is connected in an electronic circuit, then a changed potential of the electrode will modify the charge distribution near the metal surface and hence alter the ionic distribution in the double layer. In principle, these ionic changes will be measured with SPR, because changes in ionic concentration in the electrical double layer will alter the refractive index in the evanescent field. This so-called electrochemical SPR or E-SPR phenomenon depends on the ionic composition of the electrolyte and on the electron concentration in the metal. As described in the literature [34] , to a first approximation, the refractive index of the double layer can be considered to vary with the change in the charge of the double layer. Lioubimov et al. [35] described a combination of oscillating electric potential and SPR measurement. Tadjeddine [36] discussed a multilayer model of the electrochemical interface in combination with SPR phenomena.
An example of these effects can be seen in Figure 12 .5: when an external voltage is applied to the channel, one side of the bipolar gold strip turns darker, while the other side turns lighter. There is a gradient of reflected light along the gold chip. When the voltage polarity is switched, the dark and light ends of the strip exchange accordingly. A delayed switch-on effect was also observed, in agreement with experiments observed by Lioubimov et al. [35] : the gradient in the reflected light did not appear instantaneously, indicating a true electrochemical process changing local refractive indices, as opposed to a physical SPR effect based on electron charge concentration differences in the gold, which may induce a change in free electron plasma oscillation.
Lab-on-a-Chip Implementation Using Free Flow Electrophoresis and SPR Imaging for Proteomics-on-a-Chip
A so-called proteomics-on-a-chip device should permit the separation, detection and identification of new biomarkers in a micro-fabricated device. A common problem with miniaturized separation systems based on, e.g., capillary electrophoresis is the low sample loading capacity. This problem, together with the often low concentration of relevant bioactive compounds, puts severe demands on the detection system. If a separated sample is flowing in peaks over the SPR sensor area, the contact time of the sample with the surface is limited, making it impossible to detect proteins of low abundance. Therefore, a peak flowing over the sensor area should be trapped (stopped) in order to allow diffusion of analyte to the sensor area. Lammertink et al. [37] described a peak recirculation approach to allow coupling of CE with SPR with higher contact times with the sensor area. However, the absolute number of lowabundant biomolecules in volumes of less than 1 nl will put a severe constraint on the SPR biosensing system. Therefore, we shifted to another combination of separation technology and SPR detection.
Recently, we have developed a microfluidic free flow electrophoresis (FFE) device for coupling the device with SPR imaging as a separation and detection system for biomarker discovery.
FFE is a continuous separation method, providing continuous bands and thus virtually unlimited amounts of separated components. In FFE an electric field is applied perpendicular to the flow direction and charged molecules are Figure 12 .4 are outside this image and contain the Pt electrodes At A, no external voltage was applied, at B an external voltage of less than +2 V over the gold electrode was applied (note that the gray values at the two ends of the gold strip differ), at C an external voltage of oÀ2 V was applied. The reflectivities at the two ends of the gold strip exchanged as a result of the electric field switch. A 10 mM HEPES buffer was used in the channel.
deflected from the carrier flow direction, in a way that is controlled by the electrophoretic mobility, the flow velocity and the electrical field strength. Figure 12 .6 depicts the layout of the FFE section of the device [38] . Microfluidic FFE (m-FFE) was introduced by Raymond et al. [39] . Although the peak capacity in FFE is limited, a continuous supply of separated components is beneficial for the successful integration with affinity detection. In our group, we patented a new approach to an FFE device in combination with detection [40] . In this system, the separated proteins at the outlet of the FFE chip enter a socalled SPR affinity area where biomolecular interactions are studied at a microarray. The binding can be followed with imaging surface plasmon resonance detection (iSPR). Although the concepts shown here are still in their infancy, a first operational device with a separation and detection section is expected to be available soon.
An improved free-flow isoelectric focusing chip has been fabricated by Kohlheyer et al. [41] and tested with a set of fluorescent isoelectric focusing markers. For the first time, high-resolution results could be obtained in such a microfluidic device. As illustrated in Figure 12 .7, the chip contains five inlets. These inlets are used to infuse the separation chamber with different ampholyte solutions to build up a pH gradient inside the separation chamber, perpendicular to the flow. heating are reduced. During experiments eight different isoelectric focusing markers were used to visualize the separation efficiency and the linearity of the pH gradient (see Figures 12.8 and 12.9) .
A new FFE chip has been fabricated, which contains a gold surface for SPR measurements (Figure 12.10 ). This chip was placed inside an IBIS SPR instrument and first preliminary results could be obtained as shown in Figure  12 .10 (left). The photograph shows the gold region inside the chip with a centered sample stream. The surrounding water is in resonance, while the centered sample (2-propanol) is out of resonance.
It is definitely a trend that the integration of lab-on-a-chip devices and SPR (imaging) instruments will be developed further for new applications in the life sciences. Broadening the options of parallelization and assay implementation, including sample treatment on-a-chip as shown here by the FFE principle, would certainly contribute to an increase of the range of applications. A limitation of miniaturization is imposed by the lateral resolution of SPR imaging, which is B10 mm and can only be improved by using other plasmonic strategies, for instance using nanoparticle sensing (see Section 12.3 and the discussion above). However, current spotting technologies are still an order of magnitude (250 mm) away from these physical limitations.
Digital Microfluidics
A new trend has been observed in the development of a microfluidic chip, in which single cells or excreted compounds from these single cells can be diagnosed for (early) diseases in a flexible and versatile way by combining two existing platforms. Although it can be categorized among hyphenation techniques, we consider this combination as a new trend in the combination of microfluidics and SPR imaging. So-called digital microfluidics using electrowetting (EW) principles can actuate cell-containing droplets and SPR imaging detects the binding affinity of the cell or excretion products from this single cell to a variety of specific ligands. This is the topic of current research being carried out in the groups of van den Berg and Mugele at the University of Twente.
EW is arguably the most versatile tool for the manipulation of individual droplets in digital microfluidic systems (DMS) [42] . In certain respects, EWbased DMS is similar to other lab-on-a-chip concepts: there are several macroscopic reservoirs on the chip, for the analyte fluid, for reagents and perhaps also products. However, in contrast to conventional lab-on-a-chip methods which use continuous flow, in DMS all substances are handled in discrete amounts of individual droplets, which can be detached from on-chip reservoirs and moved along certain paths to dedicated locations, where (bio)chemical reactions can be initiated or optical/electrical measurements can be performed.
The basic experimental setup of EW is shown in Figure 12. 11. An aqueous droplet rests on a solid substrate with an electrode on top. Typically the substrate is a glass slide and the electrode a transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) layer, covered by an additional insulating layer of either SiO 2 /Si 3 N 4 or a Teflon-like polymer with thickness of the order of 1 mm.
Under this condition, the contact angle y can be reduced by several tens of degrees by applying a voltage U across the electrodes. This follows from the electrowetting equation [42] : where s lv is the liquid-vapor interfacial tension, d the thickness of the insulator layer, e d its dielectric constant and Z the dimensionless electrowetting number. This principle allows actuation of drops via a different wetting by two adjacent electrodes on the same side of the droplet [43] . The basic actuation scheme is shown in Figure 12 .11b. If only one electrode is activated, the contact angle reduction takes place only on one side and hence the drop experiences a net force. This is generally sufficient to let droplets make a unit step, within a 2D pattern of electrodes laid out by the chip designer.
To avoid the necessity of immersing a wire, the drop is typically sandwiched between two parallel plates (Figure 12.11c) . The top plate then provides the second electrode, which may or may not be patterned also. Apart from serving as a second electrode, the top surface also reduces water evaporation dramatically, which can otherwise be a substantial problem. Droplets can also be provided with an oil environment. This will eliminate evaporation altogether, while the oil will also form a film between the droplets and the substrate, which can reduce actuation problems related to adsorption and pinning.
The use of EW to actuate droplets has been used successfully many times already for simple liquids, typically salt solutions with concentrations ranging from zero (deionized water) to saturation [44] , with the most active groups being based in the USA (Kim's group at UCLA and Fair's group at Duke University).
Cell Diagnosis and Monoclonal Antibody Screening Using SPR Imaging and Digital Microfluidics
In principle, digital microfluidics allows for various kinds of diagnostic tests on cell-laden droplets: optical, electrical, chemical and even mechanical testing. This diagnosis can take place on a flexible and custom-designed detector array on chip. Here, cells can be exposed to a variety of ligands (e.g. antibody, receptor or binding epitope), with each type of ligand being grafted to an isolated patch of gold, patterned on the lower glass surface of the microfluidic chip. Screening hybridoma cell lines for the production of specific monoclonal antibodies is an example of the application of the EW-SPR imaging combination. In biotechnology, the development of monoclonal antibodies is a complex, time consuming and thus expensive procedure involving the generation, maintenance and screening of thousands of hybridoma clones. The confident early identification of hybridomas that produce the best candidate antibodies is a critical step in successful, cost-efficient development. During the exposure of the cell to a specific sensor patch, the cell will secrete monoclonal antibodies into the droplet. While the cell itself will not be bound to the surface, the secreted antibodies will diffuse within the droplet and be measured in real time with respect to their binding to specific ligands at the surface. The cell can then be further processed for cultivation of the hybridoma clone, also using the digital microfluidics principle for actuation.
Trends in Sensor Surfaces
Although dimensionally extremely small, the quality of the sensor chip surface coating has a tremendous influence on the performance of an SPR biosensor. SPR imaging of an area of 1 cm 2 of various high-quality sensor chips shows defects in more than 90% of the chips, leading to potential affected sensorgrams and artifacts. For instance, irreproducible drying effects, caused, for example, by adsorbed air bubbles, often show cauliflower images of the surface. Further, dust particles that are always present in the air of non-sterile environments can be irreversibly adsorbed on the surface. The imaging feature reveals the quality of the sensor surface and inhomogeneous coatings can be visualized. The operator of the imaging instrument is able to reject suspicious sensor areas. The homogeneity of the nanoarchitecture of the sensor surface can be checked with a reflectivity image where the SPR angle is set in the inflection point of the left-hand flank of the SPR curve. For instance, in the IBIS-iSPR system of IBIS Technologies either an SPR image can be measured with improved contrast or the SPR image can be transposed further to an artificial color image. In order to avoid contamination, it is extremely important to expose the uncovered sensor chip as briefly as possible to the open atmosphere. Biacore introduced in 1990 a cassette for the sensor chip that only is opened automatically inside the Biacore instrument.
Hydrogels with a thickness above 1 mm are useful to keep particulate contaminants or air bubbles outside the evanescent field, resulting in a very robust surface. However, heavy diffusion limitation is observed in such structures with a mean diffusion time of several seconds for small molecules across the hydrogel.
Smart Polymer Brushes
In the past, an enormous variety of sensor coatings were used for SPR detection. It is clearly demonstrated that the gold surface needs to be shielded from the influence of complex samples. The modification of surfaces with thin polymer films is still used to tailor surface properties such as the adsorption behavior of ligands, wettability and biocompatibility. For example, a polystyrene microtiter plate for ELISA measurements was mimicked in an SPR set-up by spin coating or spraying of a polystyrene polymer dissolved in toluene solution [45] . A table-top spin coater for this purpose can be obtained from, for example, Eco Chemie (Utrecht, The Netherlands) to deposit polymers on the sensor surface for SPR measurements. However, hydrophobic surfaces are prone to poor wettability, ligand desorption due to physical attachment and the adsorption of air bubbles detrimental to signal reproducibility. A hydrophilic coating is much more reliable in SPR biosensors. The hydrogel-based carboxymethylated dextran layer is the most popular matrix for SPR biosensors due to its high coupling yields and reliability with regard to ligand immobilization. The reaction conditions to couple proteins, peptides and small molecules to carboxymethylated dextran surfaces are well characterized and extensive optimization studies have been performed [46] . Figure 6 .12 a ''smart'' composite hydrogel layer is shown, which consists of an unreactive, relatively long polymer chain in low density on top of a thin ligand layer. Such a long polymer composite layer will exclude particles and cells which might be present in the sample. Particulate samples such as whole blood or crude fermentation broths are thus filtered from the surface and do not have access to the evanescent field of the sensor surface. The synthesis of hydrogel layers to surfaces can be performed by grafting polymers with reactive end-groups on to surfaces, resulting in so-called polymer brushes. The advantage of polymer brushes over other surface modification methods (e.g. selfassembled monolayers) is their mechanical and chemical robustness, coupled with a high degree of synthetic flexibility towards the introduction of a variety of functional groups. There is also increasing interest in the use of functional or diblock copolymer brushes for smart or responsive surfaces, which can change a physical property (hydrophilicity, biocompatibility, swelling) upon an external trigger, such as heat (in the case of materials with a lower critical solution temperature), pH or salt concentration [47] .
Two methods of grafting polymers to surfaces are applied to create polymer brushes: either (1) via chemical bond formation between reactive groups on the surface and reactive end-groups or (2) by physisorption of block copolymers with ''sticky'' segments. This ''grafting to'' approach is experimentally simple, but has some limitations. It is very difficult to achieve high grafting densities because of steric crowding of reactive surface sites by already adsorbed polymers. Relying on non-covalent adsorption of polymers to surfaces makes the adsorption a reversible process and such brushes desorb from the sensor surface resulting in an apparent off-rate, which has nothing to do with the dissociation of the analyte from the ligand.
''Surface-initiated polymerizations'' [48] (also called ''grafting from'') from initiators bound to surfaces are a powerful alternative to control the functionality, density and thickness of polymer brushes with almost molecular precision. First, the gold sensor surface should be modified with an initiator-bearing self-assembled monolayer (for example, thiols on gold). The sensor surface is then exposed to solutions containing catalyst and monomer (plus solvent if necessary). Ideally, the polymerization is only surface initiated and no polymerization in solution takes place. In order to achieve maximum control over brush density, polydispersity and composition, a controlled polymerization is highly desirable. Over the last few years, this field has evolved rapidly and many polymerization strategies have been used to grow polymer brushes on gold [49] . The surface-initiated route to polymer brushes initiated by Fukuda's group [50] has expanded tremendously over the last 9 years. It opens up new possibilities for creating smart or responsive surfaces and we have only seen the beginning of research in this direction. Polymer brushes have interesting physical properties that are primarily related to the fact that the polymers are covalently tethered to the surface while the other end of the chain is freely moving in solution. No doubt this will lead to new applications and to the improvement of SPR devices regarding the controlled swelling and shrinking of polymer brushes for the purpose of enhancing the sensitivity of specific biomolecular interactions and for improving the limit of detection of low molecular weight analytes, which cannot be detected reliably without the use of these smart polymer brushes.
Photoactivation of Surfaces for Immobilization
A trend is observed in combining lab-on-a-chip unit operations and SPR imaging as treated in Section 12.3.2. After a chip-based separation process integrated in the SPR instrument, ligands should be immobilized on the surface of the sensor chip. For example, the FFE-SPR combination requires a method to trap separated molecules on the surface. It is desired that an interfering method triggers the activation of the surface, in order to allow covalent coupling of the separated ligands on a desired spatially resolved area. Light of a specific wavelength and intensity leads to activation of specific groups in the hydrogel, permitting covalent coupling of ligands. Benzophenone-containing substrates with low non-specific binding properties are a first choice [51] . The use of benzophenone as photoactivator has important advantages: benzophenones are more stable than other photoactivators such as arylazides [52] and can be manipulated in ambient light; activation wavelengths are around 350 nm, a range not damaging towards most proteins; and benzophenone can be activated by light repeatedly without chemical degradation.
Two general approaches were pursued in our laboratories at the University of Twente for the preparation of photoactivatable substrates (unpublished results):
1. Chemical coupling of 4-benzoylbenzoic NHS and benzophenone-4-isothiocyanate on to an aminated hydrogel. 2. Chemical coupling of neutravidin on to a carboxylated hydrogel followed by binding of biotin-dPEG 3 -benzophenone.
A relatively simple method for immobilizing benzophenone moieties consists of the chemical coupling of 4-benzoylbenzoic NHS or benzophenone-4-isothiocyanate on to amino group-containing substrates. First substrates of choice are coatings of branched polyethylenimine or hydrogels containing simple primary amino groups. For example, the incubation of bare gold with a diluted (0.01%) aqueous solution of branched polyethylenimine (10 kDa) leads to good coverage of the sensor surface. The advantage is that the efficiency of immobilization by photoactivation can be followed in real time.
Another approach is to prepare, illuminate and evaluate gold sensor modifications in an IBIS imaging SPR instrument during the SPR measurement, using an LED as a light source for photoactivation. Then the process of immobilization and the effect of the photoactivation can be followed in real time. Neutravidin has been covalently coupled on to carboxylated hydrogel (XanTec HC 200m) and binding of biotin-dPEG 3 -benzophenone to this matrix was shown to be successful (unpublished results). 
Gradient Chemistries
Gradient chemistry strategies are attractive in combination with SPR imaging. In SPR imaging instruments, the optimal degree of coupling can be spatially resolved.
An example of the gradient chemistry strategy was recently published by Yager's group (see also Chapter 10). Concentration gradient immunoassay (CGIA) [53] is capable of the direct measurement of low molecular weight analytes in less than 10 min with simultaneous controls on a single fluid sample (Figure 12.12) .
Question: how can we coat an SPR sensor chip device in a steady gradient? In the previous example, a diffusion regime between two different flow regions causes a gradient at the intersection of the two flows. Gradients can also be created by timely contact of a ligand with the sensor chip. A microfluidic device is necessary to create the gradients in the chip which is represented schematically in Figure 12. 13.
In the sensing lane area of Figure 12 .13 ligands are immobilized on sensor patches. In the non-specific binding section the analyte will bind non-specifically to the surface, while the ligand was not in contact with this section, hence ligands are not present on the surface. In the common mode rejection (clean) section, the analyte did not contact the surface and the area can be used for common mode rejection compensation for bulk refractive index shifts of buffer or regeneration liquids or for temperature correction. It is a challenge to determine the effectiveness of this new strategy for a certain application, however; the implementation of a microfluidic device and an SPR imaging instrument is needed. Not only defined areas of sensing lane, non-specific binding section or common-mode rejection section, but also a gradient of contact times of ligands and analytes can easily be created in a microfluidic device.
Another approach is described in Section 12.3.2. A pH gradient can be obtained which may be used either for gradient coupling or for gradient denaturation of bound ligands. The technique may also be used for finding Figure 12 .13 In a microfluidic device a sample can be injected slowly at point B and reversed after a certain exposure to the sensor spots. The diffusion rate of the compounds and the contact time determine the spatial resolved accumulation or gradient of ligands and analytes. Because the supply of ligand and analyte in the sample is only from one side (B) to the other compartment (C) there is a gradual contact time difference of the sample with the sensing areas on the left (red) and right side (yellow to blank). Here the ligand coating solution (green antibody) is reversed at the fourth spot. The analyte (blue stars) is reversed at the seventh spot. The final three spots as indicated here in this linear flow channel will never be exposed to the ligand or analyte containing solution.
the optimal conditions for reversible regeneration or elution properties, which should be as mild but as complete as possible. The combination of smart chemistries, microfluidic chips and SPR imaging will gain great potential for the search for the best interface behavior of biomolecular interactions of ligands with their specific analyte.
Trends in Measuring Reliable Kinetic Parameters

Introduction
The aphorism ''God made the solid state, he left the surface to the devil'', attributed to Wolfgang Pauli [54] or Enrico Fermi [55] , seems to apply equally to the measurement of protein interactions in solutions versus at surfaces. Surface binding measurements, as facilitated by SPR and illustrated in this book, provide unique opportunities, among them small sample volumes [56] , high affinity measurement with signal-to-noise ratio independent of K D and micropurification for interaction discovery [57] and multi-protein binding studies [58] . However, this comes at the price of immobilizing one binding partner to the surface. For proteins, this in itself bears the possibility that its conformational ensemble may be skewed or even significantly altered, even when using chemically and/or structurally uniform attachment strategies. Further, while in free solution all molecules experience the same environment, the microenvironment at the surface may be strongly variable depending on the location on the surface (e.g. from surface roughness) or depending on the location within an inhomogeneous matrix (e.g. from the obligate density distribution perpendicular to the surface of grafted polymers [59, 60] or from ligand gradients perpendicular or parallel to the surface created during immobilization [61] ). In solution the conformational ensemble usually exchanges rapidly enough for the binding thermodynamics to be well described by single values but, as a result of the immobilization and localization to the surface, this is frequently no longer the case for the surface sites. As a consequence, it should be expected that the surface binding energetics can experience a dispersion and assume a continuous distribution of parameters. In this chapter new insights will be evaluated regarding this distribution analysis of rate and equilibrium constants.
Methods have been introduced that allow the characterization of this functional distribution of binding parameters of the ensemble of surface sites from experimental surface binding data [62] [63] [64] , and, in particular, we have recently shown that it can be applied to the global analysis of SPR kinetic traces [65, 66] . The goal is two-fold. First, a more detailed characterization of the distribution of binding properties should provide a useful tool in the optimization of surface immobilization, to study immobilization processes and surface properties in more detail, towards the efficient functionalization of biosensor and protein chip surfaces with uniform high-affinity binding sites. Second, if one is able to identify a peak in the distribution reflecting ''high-affinity'' sites, distinct from a range of other ''low-affinity'' and ''non-specific'' sites impaired in their function, this should allow one to characterize the interaction properties more reliably as they may reflect solution conditions. To some extent, that may be possible with conventional tools by an ad hoc assumption of two classes of discrete sites, but this artificial a priori constraint to two classes of sites may be too crude and introduce bias in the results. It is preferable to have a more refined, assumption-free method from which the determination of number of ''classes of sites'' may be made, if appropriate, as a final interpretative step considering the full continuous distribution. This model invokes better insight in the biomolecular binding process than simple discrete binding models.
That the experimental data carry enough information for the characterization of the functional distribution of binding parameters is ensured by the excellent signal-to-noise ratio and reproducibility of SPR binding traces. Further, it is a common observation that the errors encountered from fitting with simple discrete binding models are not randomly distributed, but frequently show highly reproducible systematic residuals [67] . This indicates that discrete binding models may not be sufficiently detailed to account for the observed processes. In some cases this may well be the result of more complicated binding schemes (see examples in Chapters 4 and 5 and models reviewed in [58] ). However, in cases where there is no independent supporting evidence for higher-order binding modes, a natural extension of a simple bimolecular reaction scheme is to account for an ensemble of surface sites with continuous distribution of binding parameters. This can frequently provide excellent fits of data commensurate with the high signal-to-noise ratio and reproducibility of SPR binding traces.
As described in Chapters 4 and 5, another potential difficulty in the quantitative interpretation of surface binding kinetics is mass transport limitation. As a penalty from the measurement taking place at the surface, for the surface binding kinetics to reflect only the chemical reactions of interest the soluble binding partner has to diffuse sufficiently rapidly from bulk to the surface, such that the probability of binding to a surface site remains a relatively rare event and no concentration gradients of the soluble binding partner occur. The latter will depend on the diffusivity of the soluble analyte, the time-scale of the binding reaction and the density of immobilized sites [65] . As introduced in previous chapters, if this condition is not fulfilled, the binding process will be governed by mass transport limitation, where the experimental data will only indirectly reflect the molecular binding properties, and instead be governed by macromolecular transport properties, such as diffusion coefficients and transient non-specific interaction with the surface, as well as the permeability of the immobilization matrix (if one is used) [66, 67] . Recently, the analysis of the distribution of surface sites was extended to include compartment-like first-order corrections for mass transport-influenced surface binding. For the first time, this permits the difficulties of surface heterogeneity and mass transport, both of which frequently occur in experimental SPR data, to be simultaneously addressed. This extends the range where the distribution analysis can be applied and also permits a more detailed study of the origin and behavior of mass transport limitation.
The Model for Distribution Analysis of Rate and Equilibrium Constants
With the terminology of Chapter 5, the traces for different analyte concentrations [A] starting to interact at t 0 for a duration t c with a single class of surface sites of maximum signal B max , as described in eqs. (5.4) and (5.6), can be combined as 
The computational problem consists in a global least-squares fit of the integral eq. (12.4) to experimental binding traces R and numerical optimization of B max,i (k off,i , K D,i ), which is the discrete representation of the distribution B max (k off , K D ) [65] .
In case of mass transport-limited binding, the distribution analysis model can be extended [66] . Briefly, it is approximated on a discretized mesh of binding parameters B max,i (k off,i , K D,i ). However, in this case the binding traces for a single class of sites do not follow eq. (12.3). As outlined in Chapter 5, mass transport-limited binding can be approximately described by a two-compartment model that introduces, as a first-order approximation of spatial inhomogeneity, the distinction of analyte at the surface [A] and in the bulk [A] 0 . Equation (5.7) can be generalized to the case of many sites with binding properties (k off,i , K D,i ), which results in the following differential equation for the signal arising from each site: approximately constant value (steady-state conditions), which leads to
This is a system of rate equations coupled through the third term, which is the one describing the mass transport influence. The coupling reflects the physical possibility that an analyte dissociating from one class of sites may rebind to sites from another class. Again, optimization of the B max,i (k off,i , K D,i ) values in a least-squares fit of experimental data [eq. (12.5)] provides a discretized representation of the continuous distribution B max (k off , K D ). In order to make this distribution analysis computationally feasible, it is combined with maximum entropy [68] or Tikhonov regularization. This is a technique for stabilizing ill-conditioned or underdetermined data inversion problems and well known in many areas of physical data analysis [69] . Importantly, it acts to suppress detail in the distribution that is not statistically warranted by the information content of the data. This will lead to the most parsimonious, or broadest, distribution consistent with the data. The software (termed EVILFIT in our laboratory), is implemented on the MATLAB platform and is freely available from the authors. A simplified graphical user interface is anticipated for the future.
Examples of the Distribution Analysis Method
When inspecting the results from the distribution analysis method, it is important to be aware of the effects of regularization providing the ''simplest'' distribution of all that may be consistent with the data, following Occam's razor. For example, by virtue of the regularization, it is possible to solve underdetermined problems, such as to obtain full two-dimensional distributions of affinity constants and kinetic rate constants from association and dissociation curves at a single concentration. This is illustrated in Figure 12 .14, which in panels B and D depict the distributions in units of logk off and logK D [in this presentation, lines of constant k on are diagonals (since logk on ¼ logk off -logK D ) and the volume under the peaks gives the total binding capacity of sites within the given parameter range]. Panel A shows the association and dissociation traces of 1 nM antigen binding to an immobilized antibody and panel B shows the distribution obtained from this single trace. As can be expected on the basis of the limited information carried in these data, the distribution has only very broad features. It is conservative in a sense that it suggests order of magnitude of K D and k off values, rather than attempting to provide single values. This aspect is highlighted by comparison with the distribution obtained at a single analyte concentration of 100 nM ( Figure 12 .14C and D, respectively). Since higher concentrations provide more information, which can be discerned here from the biphasic shape of the association trace, the distribution has more detailed features: it displays a narrower main peak for the high-affinity sites, alongside some minor peaks for sites with lower affinity. This example demonstrates how the level of detail in the distributions is automatically adjusted according to the information carried in the experimental data, such as to provide the most conservative interpretation. Importantly, the width of the distribution should not be interpreted in a sense that it necessarily reflects the exact distribution of surface sites, but that it reflects the most detailed statement that can be made about the surface sites given the data. For example, the single 1 nM trace may well be modeled by a single discrete 1:1 binding model, providing apparently unambiguous unique values of binding and rate constants. However, whether or not this number would reflect the true binding parameters cannot be decided on the basis of the single curve. Indeed, as the additional data at the higher concentration show even from visual inspection of the biphasic shape, there is heterogeneity of the surface sites and the discrete single-site model to the 1 nM data would have been misleading. Similarly, there may still be finer structure in the true distribution of surface sites than displayed in Figure 12 .14D, but the given finite signal-to-noise ratio does not permit closer characterization.
Although the analysis of single traces can have important applications, for example, for the study of binding sites prior to the exposure to chemical regeneration, obviously the goal of the analysis and the mode in which the distribution analysis is usually applied is the global analysis of all traces at all concentrations or even global analysis of different flow rates. The relationship between information content of the data and resolution of the resulting distribution is the same for global analyses. For this example, such a global analysis including curves at more analyte concentrations has been carried out [66] , showing similar features to Figure 12 .14D.
The question of whether the observed width of the distribution arises from true microheterogeneity of the surface sites or from the finite signal-to-noise ratio in the data is addressed in the next example (Figure 12.15) [58] . Although a single major peak is obtained in the distribution (Figure 12.15C) , some degree of heterogeneity may be discerned. The polydispersity of the binding sites is supported by a comparison of the quality of fit of the distribution model (residuals in red in Figure 12 .15B) with the best-fit single-site model (residuals in blue in Figure 12 .16B and dotted line in Figure 12 .15A).
The opportunity to study the behavior of binding sites in their dependence on the surface employed for immobilization is highlighted in Figure 12. 16. This shows the same antibody-antigen interaction as in Figure 12. 14, but immobilized on a long-chain carboxymethyldextran surface (Biacore CM5). On this surface, the binding is mass transport limited and the global analysis of binding traces at 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 nM with the model eq. (12.7) results in a distribution that exhibits a tail of low-affinity sites that amounts to 425% of all surface sites. Such a broad population of low-affinity sites was not observed in the analogously conducted experiment using the short-chain carboxymethyldextran surface [66] . Interestingly, the possible role of non-specific binding causing flow rate-independent contributions to mass transport limitation is supported by theoretical expectation of transient matrix interactions slowing the effective diffusion time of analyte through the matrix [66, 69] .
Finally, the surface site distribution can be applied to the study of immobilized biomolecules that exhibit naturally multiple classes of sites. This is highlighted, for example, in the study by Vorup-Jensen et al. [70] on acidic residues of fibrinogen exposed during tissue decay and their role as a pattern 
Conclusions and Perspectives of the Distribution Analysis Model
The binding model for a continuous distribution of sites is a natural extension of the 1:1 discrete binding site model that takes into account the heterogeneity of binding site properties commonly arising from heterogeneity in the surface microenvironment (surface roughness, charge and density distribution from polymer matrices) and from surface immobilization (steric, spatial and/or chemical heterogeneity of the attachment). At the same time, the model can account for low to moderate degrees of mass transport limited binding. This addresses the two most commonly observed complications in the use of SPR to study interactions of biological macromolecules [67] . Interestingly, heterogeneity in the spatial dimension parallel to the surface (as opposed to the functional heterogeneity) was addressed in Chapter 7, where it was shown how SPR imaging enables one to obtain a microscopic inspection of the spatial heterogeneity of the surface before and after a biomolecular interaction process. It has often been observed that an initial homogeneous spot shows heterogeneity after the binding process, implying that a distribution of a kinetic process takes place over the surface caused by clustering of biomolecules or by an initial heterogeneous distribution of binding sites. In this way, the functional and spatial heterogeneity may be linked. In the case of Figure 12 .17 Interaction between fibrinogen and integrin a X I domain. The binding of soluble integrin a X I domain to native, proteolyzed or guanidinetreated immobilized fibrinogen was probed by applying 10 a X I concentrations from 0.28 to 10.6 mM (A). For comparison, sensorgrams in (B) show the injections of the I domains at the highest applied concentration of 10.6 mM over the surfaces with native, proteolyzed or guanidine-treated fibrinogen (the end of injection phase is indicated with arrows). Two-dimensional off-rate constant and affinity distributions show a relatively homogeneous ensemble for native (C), but more heterogeneous ensembles for denatured (D) and plasmin-treated (E) fibrinogen. Reproduced with permission from reference 70. such an observation, it might be advantageous to apply the distribution analysis method to describe and verify the biomolecular interaction process.
With the goal of the SPR experiment to characterize the binding affinity and rate constants, the model is parsimonious in the assumptions and the regularization ensures conservative data interpretation, automatically adjusting to the information content of the experimental traces. In addition to a range of binding constants, signal-average single numbers for the affinity constant and for the chemical rate constants may be determined by integration of the peaks. The model naturally displays multiple classes of sites, without the need for postulation of their number a priori, if their detection is statistically warranted by the data. Even if some of the sites are not of interest, such as low-affinity or ''non-specific'' sites considered surface-related artifacts, identifying them and accounting for their signal contributions is particularly important in order not to bias the characterization of the high-affinity sites of interest.
In recent years, we have routinely applied this approach, for example, to the study of antibody-antigen interactions [71, 72] and have observed that the distribution model in most cases provides a fit of the data stringently within the noise of data acquisition (such as in the examples with systems drawn from the Biacore startup kit shown in the present chapter and in Chapter 6, where simple discrete 1:1 models would fail and the extension to more complex binding schemes seems inappropriate since biologically not supported). This supports the view that the surface site heterogeneity model captures a true feature of analyte binding to surface-immobilized sites, which SPR binding data commonly have a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to display readily.
A second area of application for the distribution model is the optimization of sensor surfaces and surface immobilization. This is a very important and active area of research (see, e.g., Chapter 6). Although the best sensor surface to permit uniformly active protein attachment and to exhibit low non-specific binding will certainly depend on the nature of the proteins and analytes involved, the model for distribution of kinetic and affinity parameters currently provides the most detailed tool for the functional characterization of the ensemble of surface sites. As has been shown [66] , the combined mass transport/surface heterogeneity model can also provide more detailed insights into the physical nature of the transport process and help to understand how different sensor surface properties may impact the relationship between the measured surface binding kinetics and the intrinsic chemical kinetics of the interacting macromolecules.
Similarly, SPR imaging of (protein) microarrays with multiple spots of the same ligand immobilized at different densities is a promising approach, where the global analysis will become important. In this case, also, the combination of multi-spot global analysis with the distribution method may lead to a more detailed description of the ligand functional binding properties. We expect that with the introduction of reliable SPR imaging instruments with hundreds of spots, kinetic off-rate screening of samples [73] will be extended to screening of the affinity constant of many analytes to ligands (multi-kinetics) in only a single injection.
Final Comments
In this chapter, trends in SPR technology regarding instrumentation, fluidics, sensor surfaces and kinetic analysis have been described. It is speculative to lay down the likely degree of impact in the next few years regarding these trends in SPR technology. However, considering that biomolecular recognition and the quantitation of molecular interactions have become central in the study of structure and function of proteins and biological pathways, in molecular medicine and in biotechnology and pharmaceutical development, and considering SPR as being one of the most mature, widespread and direct detection principle, it seems certain to continue to undergo rapid development and expansion of applications. We hope that this chapter and indeed the entire book will have persuaded the reader to share this enthusiasm for SPR and surface-related research and technologies. If the surface is the domain of the devil, as suggested by the well known aphorism cited above, it seems fitting that it should provide us with many highly exciting new research avenues and opportunities to shed light on biological processes.
Questions
1. The implementation of a lab-on-a-chip device with integrated gold surface in an SPR instrument is not easy. What will happen with the channel surface and the gold surface if we transport analyte directly from diluted serum to the gold surface using electroosmotic flow (EOF) as pumping mechanism? Describe the effects. 2. What happens when an analyte in serum with low isoelectric point is not pumped by pressure from a sample loop but transported using the EOF principle? 3. The main analytical problem of coupling SPR and MS is that the detection limits of both techniques should be matched. What are the discrepancies and explain why SPR has in principle a lower detection limit than MALDI-MS. Does this also apply to small molecules 6. Spotting and immobilizing ligands on sensor chips can be carried out using microfluidic devices. Explain how via a self-assembly process thousands of protein ligands can be immobilized in an ultra-high-density microarray with squares of 25 Â 25 mm.
